
ABSTRACT 

A nuclear accident is a serious aerial disaster. The result of disaster can 

continuously expand and extend to outside of a nuclear plant to endanger 

the public life and health. Due to the tragedy experiences from Taiwan’s 921 

Earthquake and the US’s 911 tragedy, we cannot prevent all the natural 

disasters as well as any human sabotage events. Therefore, the events alert 

world people for warnings and attentions. In viewing the world important 

nuclear accidents, we have to ask ourselves if we are ready for a crisis and 

what are the mechanisms or if we have done a proper preparation. If there is 

a nuclear accident, will we be capable to handle and resolve the crisis. How 

will we protect the public lives and health? This series of questions should be 

carefully study by our people in Taiwan. 

Currently, the Nuclear Accident Management Committee under the 

ROC-AEC operates our nuclear accident emergency readiness. Due to the 

recent political environment changes in Taiwan, the local elected chiefs want 

to have more says in local policies and also to protect lives and properties.  

They became more actively involved in the information about nuclear 

accidents and the execution of emergency plans. In nuclear accidents, the 

timing, urgencies, responsibilities, and tasks roles for the Taiwan central 

government and local governments should be now planned and prepared. 

This paper uses reference studies, in-depth interviews, and meeting 

information in nuclear safety exercises to analyze Taiwan’s nuclear 

emergency response mechanism and current shortfalls. This paper makes 

conclusions and recommendations by means of systems, decision-making, 

and procedures in order to construct a study reference for nuclear power 

plant emergency response mechanism. 



The key points in this paper’s conclusions are: 

1. A nuclear power plant should have stringent safety control and 

surveillance mechanism to effectively secure nuclear safety. 

2. The government should pay attentions to lack of legal basis and short of 

fund problems. 

3. The response organization is not properly planned and cannot effectively 

perform the response functions. 

4. The command and communication mechanisms still exist shortfalls and 

need improvements. 

5. A good communication strategy with media is positive in handling a 

crisis. 

6. The government should pay attentions to crisis response ideas and 

educational communication. 

7. Taiwan should have established the capabilities in nuclear accident 

analysis and safety evaluation. 

8. To assure nuclear safety in a nuclear power plant, we should have a 

culture of safety with plant’s tech specs. 

9. The central government and the local governments have yet to integrate 

equipment and resources for accident prevention. 

10. A nuclear safety drill is a performance of crisis response but still needs 

improvement. 

This paper has the suggestions as the follows: 

1. Suggestions to Systems 

(1) Complete emergency response law. 

(2) Complete the prevention and plan systems for nuclear accidents. 

(3) Set up a response organization with permanent tasks. 



(4) Set up a training system for experts. 

2. Suggestions in Decision-Making 

(1) Establish “Nuclear Safety Home” consensus. 

(2) Elevate decision-making quality. 

(3) Make a clear division on central and local government power in 

response organization. 

(4) Advertise crisis management and educational training. 

3. Suggestions to Procedures 

(1) Improve capabilities in safety evaluation and accident analysis. 

(2) Integrate central and local disaster prevention equipment and 

resources. 

(3) Elevate the performance of nuclear safety drill. 

(4) Increase the fund used in a nuclear accident response. 
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